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KAPCI 2K POLYESTER PUTTIES
350 UNIVERSAL PUTTY, 355 ELASTIC PUTTY FOR PLASTIC, 360 POLYFIBER PUTTY
Kapci 2K polyester putties are used to fill dents and irregularities in car body providing the best base in all Kapci paint systems and combining easy application with easy sanding.

PRIMERS
KAPCI 810 2K EPOXY ZINC RICH PRIMER
Kapci 810 is 2K epoxy zinc rich primer with excellent adhesion to steel. It is used as an anticorrosion primer and it is especially recommended for the protection of steel that is exposed to weathering without a protective coating for a certain period of time.

PRIMERS
KAPCI 880 2K EPOXY PRIMER
Kapci 880 is a 2K epoxy primer with excellent anticorrosion properties, outstanding chemical resistance and good adhesion over steel, stainless steel, galvanized steel and aluminium.

FILLERS / SEALERS
KAPCI 1K FILLER
Kapci 1K Filler is based on nitrocellulose (NC)-combination resins owing very fast drying. It is suitable for fine filling of small damages on car surface before topcoating with 1K paints.
Kapci 1K Filler is sold in different color shades (white, grey, black, yellow, red, blue)

FILLERS / SEALERS
KAPCI 620 TRANSPARENT SEALER
Kapci 620 is an extraordinary transparent 2K acrylic sealer with excellent adhesion properties over non-sanded areas. As an adhesion promoter, Kapci 620 transparent sealer eliminates the requirement to sand substrates.

FILLERS / SEALERS
KAPCI 625 2K FILLER 4:1:1
Kapci 625 is a flattable 2K acrylic filler developed for use under 2K acrylic paints Kapci 660/641 or Kapci 670 base coats. It is easy to apply and flat giving good final appearance.
KAPCI 626 2K FAST DRYING FILLER
Kapci 626 is fast drying flattable acrylic filler developed for use under Kapci 2K acrylic or Kapci basecoat paints. It delivers fast drying, combined with good application properties, leveling and good sanding properties.

2K ACRYLIC PAINTS
KAPCI 660 2K ACRYLIC MIX SYSTEM
Kapcicyrl 660 is a 2K acrylic mixing system for car refinishing. Kapcicyrl 660 offers high gloss top coats, hard and durable finish with very good coverage. In conjunction with Kapci range of hardeners 653, 652, 651 and 656, can be easily applied and it’s suitable for any type of car repair work.

BASECOATS PAINTS
KAPCI 670 BASECOAT MIX SYSTEM
Kapcibase 670 is a basecoat color mixing system that offers solid color basecoat (pigmented), metallic and pearlescent / special effect basecoat.

Kapcibase 670 is used in combination with recommended Kapci clear coats to give durable, hard and gloss finish.

BASECOATS PAINTS
KAPCI SPECIAL MAGIC COLORS
Kapci Special Magic color contains multi-layer pigment flakes which give paint film the ability to change color when is viewed from different angles. Each Special Magic color gives extraordinary chroma and brilliant appearance depending on the angle at which is viewed and the angle of the incident light.

WATERBORNE BASECOAT SYSTEM
KAPCI 633 2K HS FILLER 5:1:1 LOW VOC
Kapci 633 is a high solids, low VOC flattable filler based on acrylic resins. It delivers good application properties, good leveling, fast drying, good sanding and very good color hold out.
WATERBORNE BASECOAT SYSTEM
KAPCI 6030 2K HS CLEAR COAT

Kapci 6030 is a high quality 2K HS acrylic clear coat that can be used over Kapci base coat 670. It offers hard and durable finish, superb gloss and weathering resistance. To be used with 6035 Hardener.

KAPCI 3100 MATT 2K CLEAR COAT

Kapci 3100 Matt is two component acrylic clear coat designed for repair of substrates requiring a matt final appearance. The degree of gloss can be adjusted by mixing with Kapci standard glossy 2K clears (3100/3001/888). Kapci 3100 matt offers very flexible and matt finish and is used in conjunction with Kapci standard hardeners, 651-normal, 652-fast, 653-extra fast and 656-slow and can be used over all Kapci basecoats.

KAPCI 3300 EXTRA FAST DRYING CLEAR COAT

Kapci 3300 is an extra fast 2K medium solids acrylic clear coat for use in spot and panel repair over base/clear finishes. It is designed to give the maximum in speed and productivity, while providing high gloss retention and excellent appearance.

KAPCI 3100 2K MS CLEAR COAT

Kapci 3100 is a 2K medium solid clear coat especially formulated for applying over Kapci basecoats 670/640/Dima 9670. It gives high gloss and “water like” final appearance.

Kapci 3100 offers high durability and weathering resistance. It is used in conjunction with MS range of Kapci standard hardeners 651-normal, 652-fast, 653-extra fast and 656-slow, without affecting high gloss and excellent final finish.

KAPCI 6050 ANTI-SCRATCH HS CLEAR COAT LOW VOC

Kapci 6050 is a high quality 2K HS acrylic clear coat that can be used over Kapci base coat 670. It offers hard and durable finish, superb gloss and weathering resistance. To be used with 6055 Hardener.

2K CLEAR COATS
KAPCI MS HARDENERS
Kapci MS Hardeners are polyisocyanate hardeners for Kapci two component products. These hardeners are especially designed for Kapci 2K paints, MS clear coats, fillers and sealers. Having more kinds of MS hardeners means that all painting conditions can be optimized and highly reliable application is achieved.

KAPCI THINNERS
Kapci Thinners are especially designed to suite the application viscosity of Kapci Car refinish products. With these thinners the application viscosity can be adjusted to optimize and guarantee ideal application under all conditions.

KAPCI 611 SPOT REPAIR THINNER
Kapci 611 Spot Repair Thinner is used to facilitate the fade-out process. It is designed for easy application of Kapci 670 Basecoats, Kapci Clear coats and Kapcicryl 660 acrylic paints, having excellent overspray wetting and melt in properties, giving a high gloss finish.

KAPCI DEGREASERS
Kapci Degreasers are especially designed for use in the preparation process to remove dirt, grease and other contaminants from surfaces.

KAPCI TPA THERMOPLASTIC ACRYLIC PAINTS AND TRANSPARENT CLEAR
Kapci TPA is fast drying acrylic product that can be used for both car refinishings and complete car respray. It is produced both as paint and transparent clear.
KAPCI 100 1K UNDERCOAT

Kapci 100 is 1K polyvinylchloride-epoxy based undercoat designed to protect car underbody from stone chipping and corrosion. It can be also applied over the body floor and other metal parts. Kapci 100 gives anticorrosion properties, excellent adhesion and chemical resistance.

KAPCI 100S 1K UNDERCOAT

Kapci 100S is 1K polyvinylchloride-epoxy based undercoat designed to protect car underbody from stone chipping and corrosion. It can be also applied over the body floor and other metal parts. Kapci 100S gives anticorrosion properties, excellent adhesion and chemical resistance. The product is ready for use.

KAPCI 615 TRANSPARENT PLASTIC PRIMER

Kapci 615 transparent plastic primer is designed specially to prime the plastic surfaces to improve the adhesion before application of filler or topcoat. Kapci 615 can be recoating with Kapci 660 or 670 or kind of kapci fillers.

KAPCI 616 ADFLEX

Adflex Kapci 616 is a transparent additive developed to improve the flexibility of the coating layers. Its designed to be added on the filler or 2K topcoat to be flexible.

KAPCI 003 PAINT REMOVER

Kapci 003 paint remover is formulated to remove all the dry paint layers to facilitate the repair process and no need to use the flame or the whetting tools.
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